
Whatcom Stall Bedders are a great labor saving 
machine that transforms that all day job into a quick 
morning chore. 
   
Our Stall Bedders are designed for modern dairies 
with a lot of stalls to fill. It is available in multiple 
sizes with numerous options and   features built to 
accommodate all applications for use with sawdust, 
shavings, manure, solids, etc… 
   
The standard front unload P model machine uses 
the tractor PTO for the discharge belt drive, and the 
tractors hydraulics to run the floor chain. 
 
The H model is all hydraulic drive, the tractor PTO 
runs a pump that feed fluid from the wagons       
hydraulic tank, through flow control valves so you 
can independently adjust the speed of the           
discharge belt and floor chain. 
   
We also have the perfect machine for those with 
dead end alleys! Our RD Rear Discharge model 
has the high speed belt discharge at the rear of the 
machine. Plus it is reversible so you are able to fill 
stalls on either side.  
 
We can also build you a stockpiler with a swinging 
door at the rear to unload your material. 
   
A high speed cleated belt pours bedding material 
clear to the front of the stalls and minimizes        
airborne dust for better operator conditions. Saves 
time and cuts down on wasted bedding material. 
No need to rake or shovel bedding to the front of 
the stable.  
   
Efficient design requires only 40hp tractor to       
operate. Easy operation, just engage PTO and all 
hydraulic drives give fast and smooth delivery. Will 
discharge a 12yd. Load in 2   minutes! 
   
Works equally well with sawdust, shredded wall-
board, compost manure, wood chips, and chopped 
straw. Please refer to our sand   models for sand 
applications. 
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“CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT -- BUILT TO LAST!” 
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Truck Mounted 



MODELS 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 

Capacity (cu. yd.) 12 14 16 18 20 

Length of box 144” 168” 192” 216” 216” 

Overall length 207” 231” 254” 278” 278” 

Overall width at tires 79” 79” 88” 92” 92” 

Overall height 
With 6” lift 

95” 
101” 

95” 
101” 

95” 
101” 

95” 
101” 

107” 
113” 

Tire size 14L-16 
12 ply 
Aircraft 

40-14.5-19 
24 ply 
Aircraft 

40-14.5-19 
24 ply 
Aircraft 

44.5x16.5 
28 ply 
Aircraft 

44.5x16.5 
28 ply 
Aircraft 

Axle type Single Single Single Single Single 

Floor chain M88c M88c M88c M88c M88c 
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22 

192” 
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114” 
120” 

44.5-16.5  
28 Ply  
Aircraft 

Single 

M88c 

2400 

24 

216” 

278” 

95” 

114” 
120” 

44.5-16.5  
28 Ply  
Aircraft 

Single 

M88c 

3000 

30 

240” 

302” 

95” 

114” 
120” 

44.5-16.5  
28 Ply  
Aircraft 

Single 

M88c 

WHATCOM MANUFACTURING, INC. 

405 BIRCH BAY-LYNDEN ROAD 

LYNDEN, WA  98264 

Phone: (360) 354-3094 
FAX: 360-354-5434 

Internet:  www.whatcommfg.com 

Email: info@whatcommfg.com 
 

YOUR LOCAL DEALER: 

  If your application requires a custom built machine, call or Email us with your      
details and we can provide a quote. Custom machines are not a problem! 

Rear Discharge Stall Bedder Rear/Side Unload Stall Bedder/
Stockpiler 

  Options: 
You can order your new Stall Bedder with Tandem axles, no 6” lift, a rear discharge, a 
reversible floor chain with discharge at front and opening rear door for stockpiling,   
torflex axles, and the H model that is all hydraulic drive discharge belt and floor chain. 

2200-P 


